
Electrical movement . Make your home better.
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Kitchen cabinet lift

Product 4055.645.495 4050.700.060

Stroke 460 mm 700 mm

Build-in height 645 mm 600 mm

Operated by Control switch
RF remote system

Control switch
RF remote system

Choice of products:

Make your everyday life easier and more comfortable. The kitchen lift is 
perfect for raising and lowering an entire cabinet or the cabinet interior 
up and down. Move ovens, microwaves, touch screens and shelves in 
order to place them out of sight or within easy reach for improved  
accessibility. 

The operation is easily achieved by remote control or a simple push 
switch that can be conveniently mounted. The compact design of the 
lifts allows them to fit most standard kitchen cabinets.

All VENSET lifts are easy to install with “plug and play” connections and 
components are conveniently packaged in one carton. 

See full specifications on pages 14-15
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Kitchen TV lift

Let family and guests watch TV while you’re cooking dinner or entertaining and then simply lower the 
TV when you’re through to gain more space on your kitchen table or island. Imagine always having your 
favorite recipes on hand or cook along with your favorite cooking show as you watch your beautifully 
mounted TV lift display. 

Only your imagination sets the limit of how to gain flexibility in 
your kitchen with our TV lift. Whether mounting a touch screen  
computer or TV screen it is there when you need it and gone  
from sight with the touch of a button. 

The lifts can be used to rise up from a surface or can be  
inverted to drop down from an enclosure such as an upper  
cabinet or ceiling. All lifts are available with VESA standard  
TV brackets.

Product 4055.645.495 4050.700.060

Stroke 460 mm 700 mm

Build-in height 645 mm 600  mm

Operated by Control switch
RF remote system

Control switch
RF remote system

Choice of products:

See full specifications on pages 14-15
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Living room TV lift

The living room TV lift is already a popular application in many homes, 
offices, boats, RV’s and hotel rooms around the world. With one touch of 
the remote your HD TV appears from inside your entertainment cabinet 
or from the wall behind your favorite piece of art work. 

You can mount the TV lift directly on the wall and hide the TV behind 
a sofa or cabinet. When you’re away you can hide the TV to secure it 
against theft or simply conceal it when you want to minimize TV viewing 
in your household. It’s perfect for when you don’t want the TV to  
dominate your living space.

Like we enjoy saying; easy installation with plug and play connections  
all in one carton.

Product 4050.700.060 4050.845.060 4050.000.060

Stroke 700 mm 750 mm 1000 mm

Build-in height 600 mm 865 mm 750 mm

Operated by Control switch
RF remote system

Control switch
RF remote system

Control switch
RF remote system

Choice of products:

See full specifications on pages 14-15
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Living room cabinet lift

This application is very similar to the kitchen cabinet lift. You can enjoy 
the convenience of lowering your bar, book shelves, safe or whatever 
you can imagine out of a cabinet where it’s normally out of reach of 
your children. 

You can install accessories like a wine cooler that you normally don’t 
want to see because they don’t compliment your room design. Make it 
easily accessible only when you want access to it. 

Like the kitchen cabinet lift it can be turned upside down for unlimited 
applications and its simple installation brings your designs to life and  
the WOW factor into your home.

Product 4055.645.495 4050.700.060

Stroke 460 mm 700 mm

Build-in height 645 mm 600  mm

Operated by Control switch
RF remote system

Control switch
RF remote system

Choice of products:

See full specifications on pages 14-15
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Bedroom TV lift

The bedroom TV lift application is very similar to the living room 
TV lift. By one touch of the remote you can control the up/down 
operation from your bed. This way your bedroom can remain a 
romantic place without distractions and electronics that compete 
with your design layout.

The TV lifts can be turned upside/down so that you could have 
it come down from the ceiling or hide it behind a picture or a 
wall mounted cabinet.

Again it’s your ideas of interior design that set the limits.
The bedroom room TV lifts also include RF remote, manual 
switch and VESA TV brackets; “Plug and Play”.

Product 4050.700.060 4050.845.060 4050.000.060

Stroke 700 mm 750 mm 1000 mm

Build-in height 600 mm 865 mm 750 mm

Operated  by Control switch
RF remote system

Control switch
RF remote system

Control switch
RF remote system

See full specifications on pages 14-15

Choice of products:
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Bed-end TV lift

Imagine your beautiful bedroom with a TV moving elegantly 
up and out of the foot board or a specially designed end of 
the bed cabinet. Relaxing in your bed you can now watch TV 
and conceal it when you’re done. Cuddle together with the 
whole family for a special movie night then press the remote 
to remove it from sight.  When hidden it’s out of reach and 
protected from children and pets.  

Product 4055.645.495 4050.700.060

Stroke 460 mm 700 mm

Build-in height 645mm 600  mm

Operated by Control switch
RF remote system

Control switch
RF remote system

Choice of products:

See full specifications on pages 14-15
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Home office cabinet and monitor lift

Enjoy a clean and minimalistic look of your home office 
where the printer and computer screen are hidden away 
when not in use. Limit access to your computer from chil-
dren by storing the remote control. Protect your computer’s 
information as well as from dust, sunlight and static elec-
tricity. 
For use in conference or training rooms the lift can hide  
numerous monitors in a big conference table or training 
tables to allow computer access when needed by multiple 
users. 

VESA TV brackets can be included or made available as an 
accessory. 

Product 4055.645.495 4050.700.060

Stroke 460 mm 700 mm

Build-in height 645 mm 600  mm

Operated by Control switch
RF remote system

Control switch
RF remote system

Choice of products:

See full specifications on pages 14-15
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Product 4055.645.495 4050.700.060

Stroke 460 mm 700 mm

Build-in height 645 mm 600 mm

Operated by Control switch
RF remote system

Control switch
RF remote system

Choice of products:

Home office furniture slide

During daytime it’s your small home office and in the evening 
it’s the place where your children play games at the computer. 
When friends are visiting your home, it’s just a nice living room 
cabinet. VENSET lifts are all very flexible and in combination 
with your design ideas and simple slide systems for example 
they can be used for as many purposes as you like.

VENSET lifts and your ideas. Make your home better.

See full specifications on pages 14-15
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Conference touch screen

Product  4055.750.495

Stroke 750 mm

Height 1617 mm

Operated by Control switch
RF remote system

Product:

See full specifications on pages 14-15

With its heavy duty 3” locking casters Smart-Lift 750 can move from room to room very 
easily. The sturdy steel frame and 330 Lb lift capacity allow you to mount large flat 
screen displays such as interactive touch screens or TV’s.  Then raise or lower them with 
the touch of a button. With  29-1/2 inches of travel you can position the display screen at 
the optimal height for different environments and users. 

This is perfect for classroom situations where student of varying heights need to interact 
with the display or in training and conference settings where you may want the display 
to be higher so it can be easily viewed by all. It provides for excellent wheelchair access 
and is a great fit for therapeutic environments where mobility and height adjustability are 
required.  

Make life easier by using the Smart-Lift 750 for your  
touch screen and TV display needs.
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Classroom educational lift

Touch screens, smart boards, interactive white boards and flat screen displays are used in offices, class-
rooms, training rooms, studios, rehabilitation and health care environments, conference rooms and many 
other commercial settings. The ever increasing use of such systems necessitates the development of 
new hardware solutions that are forward thinking, practical and affordable. 

Standard bracketing using VESA hole patterns make mounting these screens to Smart-Lift simple thereby 
allowing small children and tall individuals the ability to access the screen easily. Optimum viewing 
height is always possible and people in wheelchairs will benefit as well. When mobility is not a require-
ment our Smart-Lift wall mount version is the perfect solution.

Product 4065.750.495

Stroke 750 mm

Height 1150 mm

Operated by Control switch
RF remote system

Product:

See full specifications on pages 14-15
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TV swivel and lift

Rise, shine, swivel & roll!

A unique addition to our line, our full motion remote 
control TV swivel and lift is height adjustable and 
electronically rotates 45 degrees in both directions. 
You have the flexibility to create your own custom 
base to compliment your room design or choose 
from our stock range; a dynamic and elegant way 
to display your HD TV or other flat screen displays. 
In addition to its electronic swivel capability it is also 
available with casters making it a versatile choice for 
home or office environments.

With one remote control you can operate both  
up/down and swivel. Full motion at the touch of  
a button; not your everyday TV stand.

Product 5019.100.495

Swivel +/- 45 degrees

Min/max height 660 / 1180 mm

Product example:

Design your own TV stand 
and choose the TV foot  
that matches your style.

See full specifications on this product on pages 14-15
See full product range on www.venset.com
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Electric window opener

Use an electric window opener to gain comfort instead of using hard-
to-use manual hardware when windows are out of reach. The electric 
window opener operates by the “knee joint” principle. This means 
that the opener is stronger in the outer positions than in the in-be-
tween position. This acts as an anti-pinch safety  
measure and further ensures that the window seal is pressed tightly 
when the window is fully shut as well as making sure it remains open 
when needed. 

Remote with choice of auto-close available as an  
accessory to the window opener. 

Proper ventilation at the touch of a button!

See full specifications on this product on pages 14-15
See full product range on www.venset.com

Product 110R 30-80 

Stroke 120 mm

Lift capacity 10-50 kg

Operated by RF remote system

Product example:
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Product specifications

Product 4055.645.495 4050.700.060 4050.845.060 4050.000.060 4065.750.495 4055.750.495 5019.100.495 4030.002.495

Min/max height
(lid lifter excluded)

645 / 1105 mm 600 / 1300  mm 865 / 1465 mm 750 / 1750 mm 215 / 965 mm 
(from bottom to center of VESA pattern)

682 / 1432 mm  
(from floor to center of VESA pattern)

660 / 1180 mm -

Max stroke 460 mm 700 mm 750 mm 1000 mm 750 mm 750 mm 520 mm 120 mm

Adjustable stroke No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No

Lift capacity 5-50 kg 5-100 kg 5-100 kg 5-100 kg 150 kg 150 kg 0-100 kg 10-50 kg

Color Silver Black Black Black Silver Silver Silver and black Silver

Reverse function Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No No

Input power 110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

AC plug EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS

Manual control switch Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

RF remote system Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

IR remote system Optional R119090 Optional R119090 Optional R112210 Optional R119090 No No Optional R112210 No

Lid lifter No Yes Yes Yes No No - -

TV mounting brackets Optional MB460 Yes Yes Yes No No MB001 -

VESA 50x50 
75x75

100x100
 100x200*
 200x200*

*only with MB460 mounted

400x400
400x200 
400x100  
300x300
200x200
200x100
100x100

600x400
600x200 
600x100 
400x400
400x200 
400x100 
300x300 
200x200
200x100

600x400
600x200 
600x100  
400x400
400x200
400x100 
300x300 
200x200
200x100

200x200
200x100
100x100
75x75
50x50

200x200
200x100
100x100
75x75
50x50

600x400
600x200 
600x100 
400x400
400x200 
400x100 
300x300 
200x200
200x100

-

Possible application Cabinet lift page 2
Kitchen TV lift page 3

 Cabinet lift page 5
Bed-end TV lift page 7
Home office lift page 8
Furniture slide page 9

Cabinet lift page 2
Kitchen TV lift page 3

Living room TV lift page 4
Cabinet lift page 5 

Bedroom TV lift page 6 
Bed-end TV lift page 7
Home office lift page 8
Furniture slide page 9

Living room TV lift page 11

Living room TV lift page 4
Bedroom TV lift page 6 

Living room TV lift page 11

Living room TV lift page 4
Bedroom TV lift page 6 

Living room TV lift page 11

Classroom educational lift 
page 11

Conference touch screen 
page 10

TV swivel and lift page 12 Window opener page 13
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Product specifications

Product 4055.645.495 4050.700.060 4050.845.060 4050.000.060 4065.750.495 4055.750.495 5019.100.495 4030.002.495

Min/max height
(lid lifter excluded)

645 / 1105 mm 600 / 1300  mm 865 / 1465 mm 750 / 1750 mm 215 / 965 mm 
(from bottom to center of VESA pattern)

682 / 1432 mm  
(from floor to center of VESA pattern)

660 / 1180 mm -

Max stroke 460 mm 700 mm 750 mm 1000 mm 750 mm 750 mm 520 mm 120 mm

Adjustable stroke No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No

Lift capacity 5-50 kg 5-100 kg 5-100 kg 5-100 kg 150 kg 150 kg 0-100 kg 10-50 kg

Color Silver Black Black Black Silver Silver Silver and black Silver

Reverse function Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No No

Input power 110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

110-240 VAC /
50-60Hz

AC plug EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS EU/UK/US/NZ/AUS

Manual control switch Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

RF remote system Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

IR remote system Optional R119090 Optional R119090 Optional R112210 Optional R119090 No No Optional R112210 No

Lid lifter No Yes Yes Yes No No - -

TV mounting brackets Optional MB460 Yes Yes Yes No No MB001 -

VESA 50x50 
75x75

100x100
 100x200*
 200x200*

*only with MB460 mounted

400x400
400x200 
400x100  
300x300
200x200
200x100
100x100

600x400
600x200 
600x100 
400x400
400x200 
400x100 
300x300 
200x200
200x100

600x400
600x200 
600x100  
400x400
400x200
400x100 
300x300 
200x200
200x100

200x200
200x100
100x100
75x75
50x50

200x200
200x100
100x100
75x75
50x50

600x400
600x200 
600x100 
400x400
400x200 
400x100 
300x300 
200x200
200x100

-

Possible application Cabinet lift page 2
Kitchen TV lift page 3

 Cabinet lift page 5
Bed-end TV lift page 7
Home office lift page 8
Furniture slide page 9

Cabinet lift page 2
Kitchen TV lift page 3

Living room TV lift page 4
Cabinet lift page 5 

Bedroom TV lift page 6 
Bed-end TV lift page 7
Home office lift page 8
Furniture slide page 9

Living room TV lift page 11

Living room TV lift page 4
Bedroom TV lift page 6 

Living room TV lift page 11

Living room TV lift page 4
Bedroom TV lift page 6 

Living room TV lift page 11

Classroom educational lift 
page 11

Conference touch screen 
page 10

TV swivel and lift page 12 Window opener page 13
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Electric lifts for all purposes. Only your imagination sets the limit.
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